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THETA CONSTANTS AND CUSP FORMS

BY

A. J. CRISALLI

ABSTRACT.   For principal congruence subgroups of levels 2 and 4 a

basis for their cusp forms consisting of monomials of theta constants is dis-

played.   Some conditions for the vanishing of Poincarë series of these groups

are found.

Introduction. In this paper we shall discuss a special case of a fundamental

theorem of Igusa's [3, p. 235] which asserts that the integral closure of a graded

ring of theta constants is the graded ring of modular forms for a certain subgroup

Y(r2, 2r2) of the modular group.  The special case will be that of a single com-

plex variable with r = 2. We will obtain a basis for the space of cusp forms for

T(4, 8)  consisting of monomials of theta constants, and use this information to

derive similar bases for T(4) and  T(2). We will then obtain information about

the vanishing of Poincaré series for T(4) and T(2).

1. The group T(n,2n). Let T(l) denote the group of 2x2 matrices

with rational integer coefficients and determinant 1.  If «  is a positive integer

let T(n) denote the principal congruence subgroup of level n, that is, the sub-

group of T(l) defined by the condition M=l2modn.  Also, let T(n,2ri) de-

note the set of all matrices M in T(l)  defined by the conditions M=\2 mod

n, cd = ab = 0 mod 2n where M = (°  £).

In [2, p. 222] it is proved that for n  an even positive integer, T(n, 2ri)

is a normal subgroup of F(n) and its index in T(n) is 4.

If G is any subgroup of T(l) we shall denote G'  the corresponding

inhomogeneous group, that is, the group of linear fractional transformations

l\z) = (az + b)l(cz + d) where  (°  a) is in G.  Thus, if « = 1   or n = 2

then r(n)' = T(n)/(± 12)  and if n > 2 then  r(n)' s T(n). Again, if n = 1

or n = 2 then Tin, 2n)' =• T(«, 2n)/(± 12) and if n > 2 then T(m, 2«)' s

r(n, 2m).  Thus for all positive even n

r(n)'/r(n, 2n)' = r(n)/T(n, 2n)

and T(n, 2n)'  is a normal subgroup of T(n)'  of index 4. Now the index of
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T(«)'  in T(l)'  is known to be  ^«3II(1 - 1/p2) where in the product p runs

through all primes dividing n. Thus the index of T(n, 2n)'  in  T(l)'  is

[r(l)' : r(«)']LT(«)' : P(S, 2«)'] = 2«3I"ftl ' 1/p2).

It is known that the genus of the Riemann surface associated with a normal

subgroup G of index h > 4 in T(l)'  is given by the formula genus (G) =

1 + h(n0 - 6)/12w0  where n0  is the smallest positive integer such that z +■

z + s is in G.   For G = T(n, 2«)'  we see by its definition that n0 = 2n and

so we have established that

genus(T(«, 2n)') = 1 + n2(n - 3)11(1 " l/P2)/6.

2.  Modular forms for T(n, 2n). Let G be a subgroup of T(l)  of finite

index and let fc be a nonnegative integer. By a modular form of weight fc for

G we mean a holomorphic function fiz) in the upper half plane and at the

parabolic vertices (cusps) of G such that for all M(z) in G'  we have

f(M(z)) = (cz + d)kfiz). Let A(G)k  denote the vector space over C of modu-

lar forms of weight fc.   By a cusp form of G of weight fc we mean an element

of A(G)k which vanishes at the parabolic vertices of G.   Let  C(G)k  denote

the subspace of cusp forms of weight fc.

We now use a standard procedure to compute Dim A(G)k  and Dim C(G)k

for the special group T(n, 2n), n even and positive.  Let D be the following

divisor on the Riemann surface of G:

D = fc div(a) + £[fc(l - 1/e,-)] w, + Efcp,

where the first summation runs through all elliptic points w¡ of period e¡ and

the second summation runs through the parabolic points p¡, and where a de-

notes a differential. In [1, pp. 22-25] it is shown that Dim A(G)2k = dim L(D)

where L(D) is the vector space of meromorphic functions on the Riemann sur-

face whose divisors are > -D.  Moreover, although not explicitly stated in [1,

pp. 22-25], the same type of analysis gives Dim C(G)k = Dim L(D') where

tí = fc div(a) + £[fc(l - l/ef)]W/ + £(fc - \)pv

Then using the consequence of the Riemann-Roch theorem which asserts that if

A is a divisor such that deg (A)>2g-2,g = genus, then

DimZ,04) = deg04)-£+ 1,

and applying this fact to A = D and then to A = D', we obtain, letting o(G)

be the number of parabolic vertices of G:
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If k > 1, Dim A(G)2k = (2fc - \)(g - 1) + a(G)k + 2fc(l - 1/e,-);

If fc = 1, Dim C(G)2k = g (assuming no elliptic points);

If fc > 1, Dim C(G)2k m (2fc - IXf " 1) + o(G)(k - 1).

For the case G = T(n,2n) we know g by §1. Moreover T(n,2n), n

even and positive, has no elliptic points because an elliptic transformation

(az + b)l(cz + d) must satisfy  \a + d\ < 2, c ¥" 0.  Finally, to compute  o(G)

we observe that  o(G) for any group G of finite index can be found as follows:

Let r(l)' = \JM¡G',  I < i < t, be a coset decomposition of G'  in r(l)'.

Then a(G) is the number of distinct second rows in   Mx, • • • , Mt. In § 1 we

saw that   \T(n)' : T(n, 2n)'] = 4.  It is then easily seen that the coset decompo-

sition T(n, 2m)'  in T(n)' has the following 4 matrices as a system of representa-

tives:

/l  0\     (I  n\     (\   0\     (\ +n2  n\

\0  1/'    \0  1/'    \n   1/'    V   n        1 ''

Thus, if (¡! ¿) runs through a representative system for the cosets of F(n)' in

T(l)' we get the following representative system for the cosets of r(M, 2ri)' in

r(l)':

\0  \)\c d)^ \c d)'

(I  n\(a b\_ /a + cn   b + nd\

\0  l)\c d)     \   c d    )'

(l  OWa b\(   a b     \

\n   l/\c d)      \c+an   d + bn/>

n+n2  n\/a b\ = ((l + n2)a + en   (1 + n2)b + dn\

\   n       \)\c d)     \       na + c bn+d     )'

Observing that the second rows of the first 2 are the same and that the second

rows of the last 2 are the same we conclude that the number of distinct second

rows in the representative system for Y(n, 2ri)'  in r(n)'  is twice that of T(n)'

in T(l)'. The latter is known to be  &m2II(1 - 1/p2). Hence  aÇT(n, 2n)) =

n2U(l - lip2). Putting together the above information gives:

Theorem 1. Let n be an even positive integer.

If k > 1, Dim A(T(n, 2n))2k - ((2fc - l)n + 3)«2n(l - l/p2)/6.

If k = 1, Dim C(T(n, 2n))2k = n2(n - 3)11(1 - l/p2)/6 + 1.

If k > 1, Dim C(V(n, 2n))2k = ((2k - 1)« - 3)n2n(l - l/p2)/6.

3. Graded ring of theta constants. Let e(z) denote e2niz and let t de-

note a point in the upper half plane. Then for every m = (m', m") in R2 the

series
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Om(r) - £  e[(p + m')m" + >A(p + m')2r]
pez

defines a holomorphic function in r called the theta constant of characteristic

m.   It is easily seen that for every m  in R2  and n  in Z2  we have

0m(7) » 0_m(r),      8m+n(T) = e(m'n")em(r).

Moreover, if m  is in  Q2  it is proved in [3, p. 227] that 0m(r) vanishes iden-

tically if and only if m = QA, ¥t) mod 1.  If r is an even positive integer let Gr

denote the subgroup of the additive group (Q/Z)2   consisting of those elements

of order r.   (In [3] the notation r(Q/Z)2   is used for Gr.) Consider the ring

C[Gr]   generated over C by all 6m   such that m mod 1  is in Gr. Then by

the above  C[Gr]   is a ring of finite type. In fact, if we let Sr  denote the set

of all (t/r, s/r) E (Q/Z)2  suchthat 0 < t/r < % 0<s/r<l, or such that

t/r = Vi, 0 < s/r < Vl, or such that t/r = 0, 0<s/r< ft, then by the above,

C[Gr] = C[0m]   where in the latter m   runs through all elements in Sr. More-

over, the cardinality of Sr is given by

Card (S,) = (r/2 - l)r + (r/2) + (r/2 + 1) = r2/2 + 1.

Now let N(d, n) for the positive integers n  and d denote the number of

monomials of degree d in n letters.  Also, let N'(d, n) denote the number of

monomials of degree d in n letters such that each letter occurs at least once

in the monomial.  (Here we assume d > n.) Then simple combinatorial arguments

yield

..,.   %     /n+d-l\     (n - 1 + d)\

wvj    ^     (d-\\ (d - 1)!
N(d, n)= I  ,        ) = tí—\77—^TT •

'     \d-n I     (d- n)\(n - 1)!

Thus the number of distinct monomials of degree  2fc,  fc > 1, formed by con-

sidering each element of Sr as a distinct letter is

.u, _.     (r2!2 + 2fc)!
W V = (r2/2)!(2fc)! •

Now let  A[G,.],r even and positive, denote the subring C[Gr]2   of

C[Gr]. That is, C[Gr]2  is the graded ring C[ömö„]   where m, n  run through

all elements of Sr, and where the  fcth component of the grading is the vector

space of homogeneous polynomials of degree  2fc in the theta constants Bm,

m E Sr. Thus, by the above

TV     t,„,^(r2/2 + 2k)\

Dim A(G'> < Vi/2)!(2fc)!   •
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Now  A(Gr)  is a graded subring of the graded ring A(T(r2, 2r2)) =

© Xk>0A(F(r2, 2r2))k. Then a special case of a fundamental theorem in [3,

p. 235] asserts that the integral closure of the graded ring  A(Gr), r an even

positive integer, in its field of fractions is precisely ^4(r(r2, 2r2)).  We can now

answer Problem 1 of [3, p. 236] for the case r = 4.  (According to [4] this is

already known.) We will do this by comparing the second component of the

graded ring  A(G4) to that of 4(r(16, 32)).  By Theorem 1, Dim^(T(16, 32))2 =

608, and by the inequality of this section Dim k(G4)2 < 495.  Thus  A(G4)

is properly contained in .4(r(16, 32)) and thus it is not integrally closed in its

field of fractions.

4.  Basis for cusp forms.  Let m = (m',m") be in R2.  If MET(1),

M =("c  *)  define

Mm = (dm - cm", -bm + am") + lA(cd, ab).

If m = n mod 1   then Mm = Mn mod 1  and from this we see that the group

r(l) operates on the set (R/Z)2. Moreover Gr is stable, that is mapped to it-

self, by the action of T(l). If / is a holomorphic function in the upper half

plane, M an element of r(l)',  fc a nonnegative integer, define f\kM =

f(M(z))(cz + d)~k. Thus the condition that / be in C(G)k is that / be in

A(G)k  and that f\kM has its 0th Fourier coefficient equal to  0, for each M

in G'. Now consider the monomial  n2=j0m ,  ma E R2. Then by the trans-

formation law for theta constants [3, p. 226] we have

2fc

IH m.

2k

M = CT\e
a=l   M    lma

where  C is a nonzero constant depending only on M, fc, ma.  From now on we

use the notation 0OO = 0(00), 0ovi = 0(0*4), 6^ = 00/40).

Theorem! Given f= 0(OO)"10(O1/4)n20(*4O)"3, where nx+n2+n3 =

2k. Then f is a cusp form for T(4, 8) of weight fc if and only if nx,n2,n3,

>0.

Proof.  We define the type of a monomial x 1y 2z 3  to be the set

{nx, n2, n3}, where nx,n2,n3  are not necessarily distinct, where some are

possibly 0, and where their ordering is irrelevant.  (Thus x2y3z2  and x3y2z2

have the same type (2, 3, 2).) We claim that a necessary and sufficient condition

that 2 monomials 0(OO)fl0(OJ4)*0(J4O)c and 0(OO)d0(OIi)e0(1/4O/ of the same

degree  2fc have the same type is that there exists M in T(l)  such that

e(0O)"B(0¥LjbeQA0)c\ M=Cotat e(OO)tffl(Oi4)e0O4O/.
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Sufficiency follows from the fact that since T(l) operates on Gr the induced

mappings on Gf must be injective.  Necessity follows by observing that if

".-(!?> «.-(TO
and if

^ = (00),   h = (0X),   i = (M)

then

(Mxg, Mxh, MxÍ) = (/, h, g),      (M2g, M2h, M2i) = (A, i g)

and hence

(M\g, M\h, M\i) = (i, g, h)

(MxM2g, MxM2h, MxM2i) = (h, g, Í)

(M2Mxg, M2Mxh, M2Mxi) = (g, i, h).

Thus Afj, M2, M\, MXM2, M2MX,  \2  give all permutations of (g, h, i)

whence the sufficiency follows. Now a given monomial / = 6(00)ad(01A)bd(1A0)c,

a + b + c = 2fc is not a cusp form for T(4, 8) if and only if there exists M

in T(l)  such that the Oth-Fourier coefficient f\kM is not 0.  But the mono-

mials with Oth Fourier coefficient nonzero are precisely those of the form

0(OO/0(O#)fc, / > 0, fc > 0, as can be seen by the lemma below. At any rate,

by this and the property above concerning type, we see that monomials which are

not cusp forms are those of type  (a, b, c) where at least one of a, b, c are 0.

Lemma. Z,er r be an even positive integer and let {ma} be 2fc charac-

teristics such that mamoA\ is in Gr. Then the Fourier expansion of \lfê.xdm

with respect to the group T(r2,2r2) is given by

2 fc oo

Il Öm (r)=£<v(Xr/2r2)
a=l       a \=0

where ax = 2e(E2*xxam"Jr), the summation running through all (xx,- • •, x2k) E

Z2k satisfying S2^^ = \ xa=rm'a mod r,   1 < a < 2k

Proof. Write the individual theta constant in the form

0m(r) = Z# + m')m"]e[(rp + rm)2T¡2r2].
pez

The lemma follows by multiplying 2fc of these series.

Theorem 3. A basis for the cusp forms in A(T(4,&))2k, k> 1, is given

by the monomials 0(OO)a0(O&)6004O)c satisfying a + b + c = 4fc, a, ¿ > 0,
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1 < c < 4.  This statement holds for any permutation of a, b, c.

Proof.  We are in the case r = 2 for which it is known   [2, p. 243] that

A(G2) = A(T(4, 8)).  Let x = 0(00), y = 0(OJ4), z = 0(V4O).  Let fc = 1. Then

Dim^(r(4, 8))2 = 14 and Dim C(r(4, 8))2 = 3. As there are only 15 mono-

mials of degree 4 in the 3 theta constants and since x4 = y4 + z4  by Riemann's

theta formula it follows that xyz2, xy2z, x2yz are independent cusp forms and

hence form the required basis. Now let fc> 1. Then the number of monomials

in the statement is

A'(4fc -1,2) + A'(4fc - 2, 2) + N'(4k - 3, 2) = 16fc - 4.

On the other hand Dim C(T(4, 8))fc = 16fc- 14.  So there remains only to show

that the monomials in the statement are linearly independent.  From [2, p. 243]

we know that

A(r(4, 8)) = C[X, Y,Z]/[X4-Y4- Z4].

Thus the only dependency relations are of the form

g(x, y, z) = p(x, y, z)(x4 - y4 - z4)

where g and p  are homogeneous polynomials of degree 4fc and 4fc - 4 re-

spectively. Thus, g(x, y, z) involves z  (also x and y) to the degree > 4.

Thus any collection   xaybzc, a + b + c = 4fc,  a, b > 0,  1 < c < 3  is linearly

independent. Moreover, if we throw into this set the monomials x'y^z4, i +j +

4 = 4fc, /, / > 0, then the entire set is linearly independent. Otherwise g(x, y, z) =

p(x, y, z)(x4 -y4 - z4) and since 4 is the highest power of z  in g(x, y, z)

we see that p is a polynomial in x and y only. So the polynomials px4,

py4 in g do not involve z and so the dependency relation is not among the

monomials in the statement (which involve z).

Corollary 1. A basis for the cusp forms of weight 2fc, fc> 1, of the

principal congruence group of level 4 is given by the set of monomials

0(OO)2fl0(O1/4)2&0(1/4O)2c satisfying a + b + c = 2fc, a, b > 0, c = 1  or 2.

This statement holds for any permutation of a, b, c.

Proof.  In the case fc = 1  there are no monomials of the stated form

and Dim C(r(4))2 = genus (T(4)) = 0. This proves the case  fc = 1. In the case

fc > 1, it is known that Dim C(Y(4))2k = 4fc - 5. By [2, p. 243], A(T(4)) =

C[0(OO)2, 0(OH)20C/4O)2].  By the theorem the monomials in the statement of

the corollary are linearly independent and their numbers is just N'(2k- 1,2) +

A'(2fc - 2, 2) = 4fc - 5. Hence they form a basis.

Corollary 2.  A basis for the cusp forms of weight 2fc, fc > 1 of the
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principal congruence group of level 2 is given by the set of monomials

0(OO)4a0(O1/4)460(I/4O)4 satisfying a + b + 1 = fc, a, b > 0.

Proof.  If fc = 1  the above set is vacuous and also Dim C(r(2))2 = 0.

If fc > 1, Dim C(r(2))4fc = (2fc - l)(genus - 1) + a(k - 1) (where  a = 3,

genus = 0) = fc - 2.  But the number of monomials in the stated set is

A'(fc-l,2) = fc-2.

5. Application to Poincaré series.  Let  X > 1   and for specificity denote

the Fourier coefficient of n2=j0m     whose expression is given in the lemma of

§3, by ax(n2=j0m ).  Let <p(\, 2k, G, r) denote the Poincaré series of weight

2fc and character X > 1  for a subgroup G  of T(l) of finite index.

Theorem 4. Let GX,G2,G3 denote the groups T(4, 8), T(4) and T(2)

respectively.  Let 5(1, fc), 5(2, fc), 5(3, fc) denote the sets of monomials given

in Theorem 3, Corollary 1 and Corollary 2, respectively, and let fil) = 1, f(2) =

2, f(3) = 4. Then for  1 </ < 3, X > 1, the Poincaré series ipÇK, 2fc, G¡, t)

vanishes identically if and only if a/(/)x(n4=j0m ) = 0 for every  fl4aj0m

in S(i, fc).

Proof.   This is a simple consequence of the fact that a Poincaré series of

character X > 1  vanishes identically if and only if the  Xth Fourier coefficient

of every cusp form vanishes.

Corollary 1. <¿<X, 2fc, T(4), t) vanishes identically if 2X cannot be

represented as 2X = x\ + • • • + x4k with 2 or 4 of xx, • • • , x2k con-

gruent to   1 mod 4 and the others congruent to  0 mod 4.

Corollary 2.   <¿>(X, 2fc, T(2), t) vanishes identically if 4X cannot be

represented as 4X = x\ + • • • + x\k  with 4 of xx, • ■ • , x2k congruent to

1 mod 4 and the others congruent to  0 mod 4.
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